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This paper investigates the use of a shifted and scaled arctangent function as the
activation function jn a multilayer perceptron. It compares this activation function to the
commonly used sigmoid function (Bishop, 1994) and the less common saturating linear
function (Hagan, Demuth, & Beale, 1996). All optimizations are carried out using
Richard Brent's derivative-free PRAXIS algorithm (Brent, J973), a very robust
procedure. Satisfactory results are obtained. It has been shown that the proposed
activation function has equally good performance in convergence and attainment of
global minimum to that of usual choice. the sigmoid function. The overall performance of
arctangent function is better than sigmoid function.
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final RMS error of the converged network
function that returns the maximum of two input values x and y
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number of iterations made for convergence
principal axis algorithm
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Neural networks are a class of machines influenced by Biology and Psychology. In the
early 20
,h
century some work on learning, without any mathematical models, was done
(Hagan el al., 1996). In the 19405 Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts demonstrated that
artificial neural networks could compute any arithmetic function (1943). They modeled
the human brain as a collection of interlinking threshold devices. These threshold devices
are the counterparts of biological neurons and are called artificial neurons. Donald
Hebb's learning mechanism followed this (1949). He recognized the conditioning
properties in every biological neuron. Knowledge is stored in inter-neuron connection
strengths known as synaptic weights. Frank Rosenblatt invented a perceptron learning
network in the 19505 (1958). It was a success in the field of neural networks in certain
respects: but there were shortcomings to these models. The paper published by Minsky
and Papert (1969) criticized the developed models and questioned the future of neural
networks. There was not much development in the field of neural networks during the
1970s. This is mainl y because of the meager computing power and lack of new ideas. and
perhaps the influence of Minsky and Papert. In the 1980s some new ideas reinvigorated
the discipline. The backpropagation algorithm proposed by Rumelhan, Hinton, and
Williams (1986) is one of them. although subsequently it has been pointed out that the
method was actually contained In the earlier work of Werbos (1974). Since then artificial
neural networks have been developed and used extensively. They have made their way
into various commercial products and useful applications.
1.2 ANN Models and applications
Artificial neural networks are highly interconnected systems of neurons. These neurons
are the processing elements in the neural networks. The fashion in which these
interconnections are made wJH determine the network structure or model. The two most
popular network models in use today are the feedforward network and feedback network
models (Sarle, 1997), Other network models include Competitive and Dimension
Reduction, to name two. New network models, as part of research, are found on a weekly
basis. Some of these new networks are, sometimes, a result of minor modification to the
well-known models. Depending on the problem at hand a particular network model is
chosen. The multilayer perceptron, a fuBy connected network, is an example of a
feedforward network. These have neurons in the form of a layer connecting to other
neurons in the next layer in one single direction. Regression problems and classification
problems (Sarle, 1997) use this type of network. In a feedback network, neuron
connections between the layers form cycles. Output calculation is somewhat timc-
consuming because of the iterations introduced by the cycles. So is training. Bidirectional
associative memory and Boltzmann machine are examples of feedhack networks
(Fausett, 1994). Neural networks, being complex in construction, have many applications
in the real world. They are used in estimating the credit worthiness of an applicanl.
Aircraft simulators in the aerospace field, autograding of produce in agriculture, market
analysis in securities, and voice recognition are some of the applications of neural
networks (Hagan et al., 1996). All networks need training before they are actually put to
use. To train these networks, a lot of example test data are used. The following chapter
explains about training, also called network learning.
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1.3 Learning in Neural Networks
Learning is the process by which the neural network gains knowledge of the underlying
patterns in the input data. Supervised learning and unsupervised learning are the two most
commonly used methods (Sarle, (997). In supervised learning. the input data and the
expected output are both known. Input data is fed to the network and the output is
compared with the expected resuJt. The difference is used to adjust the network
parameters in order to improve the performance. This process is repeated for the whole
training dataset. Once the training is complete. test input data is fed in. The trained
network will then calculate the ourput based on the experience/knowledge gained.
Supervised learning is sometimes caJJed "learning with a teacher". In unsupervised
learning, the input data is known but not the target output. There are various types of
learning methods that use unsupervised learning as the underlying scheme. Competitive
learning (Fausett, ]994) and Kohonen networks (Kohonen. 1995) are a few example!-t.
The most commonly used form of competitive learning is vector quantization (Kosko.
1992). ]n vector quantization the competitive units are related to a cluster center. The
error function is formulated as the sum of the squares of the Euclidean distances between
each training case and the nearest center. As this report concentrates on networks that use
supervised learning, more information on unsupervised learning is not provided here.
Supervised learning is used for training the feedforward neural network. The following
chapter discusses the structure of such network.
3
1.4 Feedforward Neural Networks
Feedforward networks are a valid generalization of their counterparts, the single-layer
networks. Multilayer feedforward networks with at least one hidden layer can
approximate any function to arbitrary accuracy (Hornik, Stinchcombe, & White, 1989).
Any network with arbitrary connections can be represented by a mapping function. The
main constraint on the network is that there should not be any feedback loops. It will help
to represent the network as a function of connection weights and inputs. Given below is





Figure 1.4.1: Multilayer Perceptron
Output
Layer
The network shown above has three layers i.e. input layer, hidden layer and output layer.
Each of these layers has neurons that are connected by weighted links to other neurons in




Figure 1.4.2 Single neuron model
The output of the neuron is given by a function of a weighted linear combination of
inputs and the bias. Hence the output of the ith neuron is given by the following equation.
y ~ f[~ W,x, J
Here f is a linear or nonlinear activation function. It mayor may not be applied at the
output depending on the type of problem dataset used. For a regression type dataset a
linear function is usually used at the output layer (Bishop, 1994). These functions
influence the network performance.
1.5 Role of Activation Functions in ANN
Activation functions introduce nonlinearity into the network. It is the nonlinear activation
functions used in the hidden units that make the multilayer networks more powerful. A
multilayer network with linear functions in the hidden nodes is similar to a single-layer
network. This is because a linear function of a linear function is again a linear function.
In a three-layered network any Tauber-Wiener activation function will fit any continuous
output function (Chen & Chen, 1995). For a backpropagation training algorithm,
however, the activation function needs to be differentiable. In practice a sigmoid function
is used as activation function in the hidden nodes (Chen & Chen, 1995). It is
differentiable and the output is bounded. Training with a sigmoid function is easier
compared to a threshold function. The output of a sigmoid function varies with a small
change in the input but a threshold function output will not change so easily. Depending
on the targets, the function output can be scaled or vice versa. The output range of a
standard sigmoid function is from 0 to ]. These bounded activation functions are
sometimes called "squashing functions" (Hornik et al., 1989). Activation function output
can be modified to give negative and positive values. An activation function that gives
both positive and negative values will learn faster when compared to the ones with only
positive values because of better conditioning (Hagan et ul., 1996). Positive activation
functions are used in this thesis because they are much more common.
1.6 Purpose
The main purpose of this report is to compare new activation function, or at lea')t one
rarely used. arctan(x), 10 the standard sigmoid and saturating linear functions. The
motivation for comparing ~igmoid with arctan is the function saturation point. Scaling of
'x' in each function has heen chosen so that f(O)=l. In backpropagalion training. ceJ1ajn
sigmoidal transfer functions may perform well with respect to computability and training
times over others. This thesis will compare the~e three activation functions on various
performance factors. The emphasis in this thesis will be on regression, fitting models to
data by the least squares criterion, rather than on pattern classification, although one
classification problem will also be tested. Seveml standard data'iets from various




The sigmoid function is also called as "log-sigmoid" transfer function (Hagan et al.,
1996). It is nothing but a linear transformation of tanh(2x). Hyperbolic sigmoids are a
natural generalization of tanh(x) (Menon, Mehrotra, Mohan & Ranka, 1996). Figure












































Figure 2.1.1 Sigmoid function graph
The equation given is a modified version that has a slope of unity at the origin. A network
trained using tanh(x) as activation and one trained using sig(x) are the same; the
difference is absorbed in the weights and biases (Bishop, 1994).
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2.2 Arctan
The arctan function is the activation function of interest in this paper. Minor changes to
the original function are done to maintain consistent slope at the origin. Equation and the
graph are given in the following figure (Abramowitz, 1965).
Arclan(x)
F(
[a tan(Jr * x) +Jr /2]
x) =-=---------=
Jr





































Figure 2.2.1 Arctan function graph
The arctan has the same characteristic'S' shape as the sigmoid function.
8
2.3 Saturating Linear
This function has applications In hopfield networks (Hagan et ai., 1996). It is like a
bridge between the threshold function and the sigmoid function. Observing the graph
given below, this conclusion can be drawn (Abramowitz, 1965).
satlin(x)
satlin(x) =max(O, min(l,x+O.5))

































Figure 2.3.1 Saturating Linear function graph
2.4 Comparison graph
The graph given below is a combination of all the three functions listed so far. It will
display the main motivation of this paper.
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- - - - - Sig(x)
- - - - SatLin(x)
A closer look at the function values between X= I to x=2 on both positive and negative
axes will give the saturation of sigmoid compared to arctan. Sig(x) output will be I.ODO
in IEEE double precision in a typical computer when the input is In(21\56)=38.8, whereas
the output of arctan(x) doesn't saturate numerically until 21\56 i.e. 7.2DI6. These
calculations are based on a double precision floating point representation with 56 bits in
the mantissa. The above difference in saturation point will influence the effect of large
inputs on the sum of squares. This thesis will compare these three activation functions for
speed of convergence, and the influence of outlier points on convergence. A check on





Convergence is nothing but proceeding in a direction that reduces the mean squared error.
But with a slow convergence rate the network has to undergo a lot of iterations before it
reaches a minimum point. In the trajectory of this convergence there may be Dat surfaces
and valleys. In this paper, the factors influencing convergence rate are fixed. The
influence of acti vation functions on the convergence rate will be tested.
3.2 Outlier points influence
The arctan activation function differs from the sigmoid in one aspect i.e. saturation.
Figure 2.4. I in Section 2.4 shows a comparison between these two. Data points that resu It
in a larger weighted sum can contribute to the overall output. These data points, known as
outlier points, should influence the performance of the network.
3.3 Global minimum attainment
The mean square error for an AdaJine network (00 hidden layer) h~s single minImum
point (Hagan et al., 1996). Hence convergence is guaranteed, provided the learning ralc is
small. In a multilayer perceptron there may be multiple local minima. So, global
minimum attainment is not straightforward. To be certain about the convergence. a




Carnegie Mellon University and University of Toronto's Data for Evaluating Learning in
Valid Experiments (DELVE) maintains a repository of machine learning databases. This
repository has a collection of neural network training datasets. Dalasets "balloon",
"bodyfat", and "wages" from the Carnegie Mellon University repository and "abalone",
"bank", "boston", and "pumadyn" from the University of Toronto repository will be used
in testing. The table below lists information on these datasets.
Table 1: Problem dataset specifications
Number of
Problem Type of problem Inputs Outputs
Examples
Abalone Regression 8 1 800
Balloon Regression I 1 800
Bank Regression 32 I 800
Bodyfat Regression 14 I 250
Boston Regression 13 I 506
Pumadyn Regression 32 1 800
Wages Regression 10 I 388
Every test problem has been treated as a regression problem, using a neural network with
only a single output node and iterating until a local minimum was found in the sum of
squares rather than stopping when all, or some specified number, of exemplars had been







of the above datasets, the network layout must be chosen. The "comp-activ" data~et was
also considered, but was rejected on the grounds that it has missing data.
4.2 Regression vs. Classification
Classification problems have a predefined set of classes that the output should fall into. A
network trained with Ihis type of data will map the new inputs into one of Ihe known
classes. On the other hand regression problems try 10 fit or predict the values of
continuous variables (Bishop, 1994). In a way regression and classification problems are
special cases of function approximation. In regression problems the regression function
will be approximated, whereas in classification problems the functions approximated are
for the probability of membership in the output classes in terms of input variables. To test
the influence of the activation functions in overall performance. regression datasets are
chosen.
4.3 FORTRAN 77 to WATFIV
The base code is taken from Liya Wang's thesis "The damped Newton method - An
ANN learning method". It has heen modified to compile on the WATFIV compiler.
Modifications to the program arc listed below.
Positive array indexes
Network structure is stored in two two-dimensional arrays i.e. LAYER and WEIGHT.
The row index is incremented by one in both these arrays. But, in the array LAYER. row
-1 has been pJaced in row 13 and incrementing is done from ruw 0 onwards. Array
LA YER stores the number of nodes in each layer and indexes to the nodes as weJl as
13
their weights. The calculation of neuron and weight indexes has not been modified.
Relevant loop variables are manipulated. If a bias has to be included in the calculation the
loop variable will start from I instead of 2.
Similarly, array NEURON's row has been incremented by one. Rowand column indexes
of the three-dimensional arrays UUVV and HESIAN are incremented by one.
Learning algorithm
Wang's version of backpropagation has some incorrect second derivatives. Hence Brent's
(1973) PRAXIS algorithm is used. It is much faster than backpropagation. The package
minimizes continuously differential function using the principal axis method. It is
derivative-free and robust. On Brent's test cases it was competitive with quasi-Newton
methods, which are some of the best methods for unconstrained optimization.
Testing phase
In the testing phase the program reads the test inputs from an input file. It was reading the
inputs to the network and not the relevant ex pee ted outpul.
Limitations ofthe program
The program will run with 800 training and test examples. It will store a 3-layer network
(including input layer).
Zeroing out uninitialized values
14
',?,...
The W ATFIV complier does not allow accessing an uninitialized value. So. a few array
locations that would never get initialized but are accessed are initialized to zero. Sections
modified in this way are the bias locations in arrays UUVV. HESIAN and NEURON. All
such modifications are commented appropriately.
• Bias in the output layer is simply a placeholder. [t wi II not be initialized. Hence, a
statement NEURON (all bias indices, 2) =0 in a loop would set all the bias node
first derivatives to zero.
• Function COMHAS accesses UUVV (*, *, 2) starting from the hidden layer for
all nodes including bias. The array UUVV stores the partials of the weighted sum
function of a neuron W.f.t the weighted sum of another neuron in its input path.
Elements UUVV (all bias indices from hidden layer, all neurons including bias, 2)
will be set to zero. Elements UUVV (all input layer nodes and bias. all neurons
including bias, 2) are never initialized nor accessed.
4.4 Network
In order to decide the network layout the problem datasets are run on diffcrent layouts
Wilh varying numbers of nodes in hidden layer. Each time a node in the hidden layer is
added, the weights from the previous fit with one fewer nodes are used. All seven
problems are tested on network layouts with sigmoid activation function and with from
one to five hidden nodes. A layout is finalized ba<;ed on error improvement from the
previous fit. The format of the finalized network layout is the number of nodes in input
layer, hidden layer and output layer respectively. Table 2 given below lists the finalized
network layout for each problem.
15










A finalized network layout for each dataset is trained using the three activation functions
separately. Each network must be initialized with a set of initial connection weights. To
initialize the connection weights a pseudorandom number generator is used. It will
generate a unique series of pseudorandom numbers based on an input seed. Thereby the
same set of pseudorandom numbers can be used as initial connection weights in separate
computer runs. Maintaining a uniform training environment is an important step in
comparing the activation functions. This section will list all the fifty fits, each from a
different input seed, on every activation function for all the datasets. An asterisk (*) in
the Nealis column denotes non-convergence of the fit using that activation function.
Column FPRAX gives the standard deviation (the RMS error) at the end of the fit. The





4.5.1 ABALONE dataset results
Sigmoid Arctan Satlin
-
Fit NealIs FPRAX Nealls FPRAX Nealls FPRAX
1 191086 0.72326253269233387 34884 0.71736596036618749 7730 0.72514633289507391
2 265376 0.71569982912499475 27067 0.70293537026407293 10294 0.72514649515862750
3 500002- 0.70497788381144399 18159 0.71937383703663060 9965 0.72513995836268785
4 131472 0.71968542032505256 34371 0.70865991241031767 10001 0.72514059701500966
5 311670 0.72348633168516419 5804 0.71911253068829384 10310 0.72514626422824291
6 500065" 0.68851984684577394 11760 0.72204953236454272 963 0.77110443774839343
7 255155 0.72248488027283542 25387 0.71628043047569256 8684 0.72515170931243667
8 172997 0.72351894877376344 15688 0.71945031735722298 3954 0.73206282372741205
9
251948 0.72359904016631593 41182 0.71030352626197379 10694 0.72512802225719897
10 500027- 0.70228469766031854 27760 0.71566454303111138 6762 0.72513163403854464
11 500011" 0.71765544044809082 15799 0.71803319675278510 28583 0.71970517861874972
12 321971 0.70817667748644098 31171 0.71520948110905780 12727 0.72527395466735278
13 416502 0.72096360575234719 28861 0.70983076955203284 8529 0.72513990804535400
14 442340 0.71281710785244212 7424 0.71919783141667259 62592 0.71979189917379827
15 134519 0.72018549574448676 55996 0.69449642464811212 9610 0.72514037587184677
16 500014 " 0.68442883840389312 8222 0.71979919683003868 1571 0.77110443774839277
17 500037" 0.71423658894284636 15136 0.71796592786777258 64878 0.70322200827072845
18 473577 0.72359847918389386 35261 0.69899257941732895 4492 0.73206282405252965
19 462383 0.70108938019906086 8877 0.72079923853727490 1471 0.77110443774839299
20 500012" 0.71246424391099139 12749 0.72498330093085095 59554 0.71975493436429538
21 299825 0.71786913095597737 8919 0.72203153457710156 37454 0.71971024060376942
22 265739 0.69364368815381505 19645 0.71723391030564343 1965 0.77110443774839255
23 500041" 0.71383508980340082 10291 0.72668169824681195 29409 0.72036062911914567
24 273043 0.71885707477797378 17513 0.72388537691849930 10084 0.72039212982772993
l\..U~:1I\",l , :U..V.,U) 'II nun \I lJiW.
00
25 500039* 0.69435118598556722 17885 0.71941636847736623 1736 0.77110443774839343
26 500045* 0.69127615556079225 15897 0.71773121585471211 2232 0.77110443774839255
27 466857 0.71421058783414126 23719 0.7176E582241270329 34589 0.71976649147661620
28 132718 0.70849513663714325 4234 0.72056722789434446 816 0.77110443774839377
29 500024* 0.69192097411684395 23515 0.71839881888241264 782 0.77110443774839277
30 308279 0.71424535982928883 9861 0.71942606476685045 45566 0.72063369189329285
31 217235 0.71243312952928262 24118 0.71943129032279507 6004 0.72524912246349260
32 500010* 0.69686035774211019 24519 0.71840657871090152 887 0.77110443774839410
33 439064 0.71165800950706670 16334 0.71793478764837648 20967 0.71983371086953973
34 500017- 0.70775715388267102 13739 0.72082330047523402 8516 0.72514683719361350
35 500049- 0.70232321210446902 14487 0.71922407893147033 785 0.77110443774839332
36 500018* 0.70229878903091403 10902 0.71820128373608960 9409 0.72514637865678511
37 343950 0.72018741208015014 11695 0.72511682205941341 10672 0.72514129043636655
38 500049· 0.68800716717762611 31111 0.71042487210298355 1300 0.77110443774839299
39 500015* 0.71042511943749298 5376 0.72086755200956387 9684 0.72513984356872685
40 190004 0.72018466398388847 13713 0.71974220535991784 7253 0.72514666626442503
41 262687 0.71763728741387756 37029 0.71475058147763137 6572 0.72514034275473371
42 96241 0.71863152709754841 39054 0.71005350651359567 7536 0.72513998560654402
43 416277 0.71673630402034672 28320 0.71708039712129601 16169 0.71971012368540244
44 500020* 0.10140535275834004 29311 0.71002556803204375 9756 0.72514629033743927
45 302111 0.71870773222506390 24457 0.71497390319339404 8067 0.72514678596782811
-
46 283340 0.72064050406723312 15046 0.70095120590256910 16940 0.72514929619128332
47 305704 0.72284638163777082 22949 0.70795114615729273 6725 0.72514040569028060
48 458926 0.72359831744026548 23763 0.11422376139559240 16735 0.72513997046247791
49 119152 0.71760220117538442 55714 0.69791153870145317 10153 0.72513989238522625
50 190399 0.71945691564345904 104628 0.70809706142308904 10504 0.72514011736731832
i\\\,4\ • 5j.'i~ \ili·i\...in~i U\~
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4.5.2 BALLOON dataset results
Sigmoid Arctan Satlin
Fit Neall 5 FPRAX Nealls FPRAX Nealls FPRAX
1 29307 5.85960305946338286E-02 129482 5.63027797516419543E-02 439 0.13225328874402204
2 108235 5.62861365811446607E-02 9273 5.67979804666143701E-02 2153 6.01286139346198859E-02
3 5258 5.89825994709394855E-02 35619 5.64623630339680868E-02 1853 6.84439085709881295E-02
4 50520 5.676427863150735478-02 16979 5.68848165502672670E-02 1360 6.01328954123945200E-02
5 196772 5.63380408570009344£-02 87223 5.74450678110472665E-02 2197 6.18845913687094754E-02
6 32954 5.79225428989072755£-02 17918 5.72887729692833358E-02 3634 5.90705446259457770E-02
7 16904 5.80705419021160241E-02 21640 5.63567483886834933E-02 2758 6.00603366410153994E-02
8 118628 5.74651112038544951E-02 11630 5.64251659995662763E-02 4624 5.84582352491938989E-02
9 114240 5.67501841841586557E-02 57362 5.74977203936818948E-02 1161 0.12415234976927476
10 22226 5.677215807036917278-02 16519 5.65455191292083478E-02 7690 5.98073429449530458E-02
11 61440 5.83574862414223544£-02 36103 5.65115838321521291E-02 9926 5.81685762802519740E-02
12 90880 5.76222246905028282E-02 14078 5.63563011411535308E-02 3126 5.88786655897971384E-02
13 23527 5.63105014711305224£-02 18340 5.65216305977875519E-02 4429 5.78715064448045158E-02
14 73103 5.65996609581712953E-02 27883 5.66558145182137901E-02 2280 5.89493631761315168E-02
15 82036 5.65996214535263303£-02 25906 5.66262988543387927E-02 2034 6.18845913687093019E-02
16 132127 5.66219776487626227E-02 15109 5.64493027732429695E-02 2146 5.98719885774632518£-02
17 46928 5.74474182370280848E-02 12198 5.71507302691810076E-02 2520 5.90561716078503232E-02
18 61149 5.73716681509160928E-02 104501 5.61891843597623203E-02 6883 5.72360168556527646E-02
19 21057 5.88248032690392719E-02 18579 5.68046068563364120E-02 2537 6.17431513256344877E-02
20 35263 5.64042257333300656E-02 19314 5.79708660935993983E-02 1330 6.16845532306031981E-02
21 227017 5.65138162201765659E-02 22629 5.63151643863985044E-02 3396 5.84017133952426729E-02
22 62997 5.80500944674430877E-02 39940 5.62844287935416049E-02 2147 6.01328954123918000E-02
23 71700 5.64518214283199204E-02 152980 5.63382614673932289E-02 2682 6.18863875934285573E-02
.1\..!J.)o.:ii\f, ott i .j".i.V~ ,,-. i\.il~ W '~~v.
tv
o
24 17712 5.67649161537126593E-02 12901 5.69761405006310451E·02 2356 6.18845913687099611E-02
25 90959 5.63017044500956632E-02 31518 5.66278432222203920E-02 2201 6.18845913687095725E-02
26 154491 5.69642917949045244E-02 13390 5.65402765126379533E-02 1575 6.18845913687093505E-02
27 166049 5.73706253638637739E-02 35613 5.65343371584419510E-02 3576 6.01286139090986965E-02
28 58218 5.66453646373943072E-02 19882 5.66506390481397240E-02 3201 5.78334277464799471E-02
29 87973 5.76151045869480183E-02 23759 5.64184331714425585E-02 2893 5.89209531643439047E-02
30 39892 5.63102189228950056E-02 21357 5.64320891614770795E-02 2986 6.01328954123916751E-02
31 75080 5.62884282049249882E-02 64176 5.62819633112161613E-02 1325 6.18845913687093088E-02
32 98342 5.68357287839532446E-02 144320 5.76208896926978312E-02 5332 5.75549316514864934E-02
33 2668 5.89825994707197584E-02 18408 5.66121692756693176E-02 1779 6.17947320844742937E-02
34 49382 5.65996721803583847E-02 49141 5.73900912916055009E-02 1576 6.18845913687094892E-02
35 64783 5.62852729300987800E-02 7215 5.73315970295813770E-02 4590 5.91936912525612424E-02
36 94435 5.61667171323603151E-02 23199 5.65729708160880099E-02 3971 5.86325404242800177E-02
37 18676 5.84290652865113933E-02 19711 5.75880905898322054E-02 2482 6.01328954123918416E-02
38 81167 5.67 0 79238740054170E-02 68310 5.68595990111095059E-02 1544 6.01125533B39066348E-02
39 111095 5.74474097493700986E-02 40917 5.74369535076159968E-02 4162 5.89171942628364670E-02
40 123433 5.68066129222150676E-02 101132 5.67644794892833496E-02 1969 6.188459136B7093574E-02
41 43218 5.62991360549695535E-02 18154 5.65275376088829884E-02 10372 5.74754720937490360E-02
42 38452 5.72921484744765702E-02 52437 5.5B449535645137995E-02 2400 6.00959589269117536E-02
43 23703 5.767345694985615008-02 161961 5.62013001003690282E-02 2222 6.18845913687093366E-02
44 37448 5.640422573332969798-02 11684 5.660306087706371708-02 1688 6.01328954125680826E-02
45 62124 5.66445892991151306E-02 110024 5.68119874529724317E-02 2036 6.18430631174693990E-02
46 15461 5.86821058302499921E-02 16992 5.65403784411383295E-02 2613 6.01328954123919526E-02
47 125171 5.62754893569098746E-02 22049 5.64889792581264524E-02 2132 6.18845913687096419E-02
4B 68867 5.68075947481252799E-02 27265 5.78385979140008180E-02 2260 6.18427227434871496E-02
49 89986 5.60663793765045701E-02 45307 5.67171936353720388E-02 6068 5.97496185431042950E-02
50 68825 5.73716677535083680E-02 30753 5.75042452762339548E-02 4397 5.868333024930039178-02
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4.5.3 BANK dataset results
Sigmoid Arctan Satlin
Fit Ncalls FPRAX Ncalls FPRAX Ncalls FPRAX
1 500147' 0.10226549655743929 52086 9.76343128617629674E-02 3076 0.15047875170670258
2 44861 9.03827918550725445E-02 100991 9.53660283496702565E-02 33092 9.05983793540679899E-02
3 2541 0.15047875170670258 60157 0.10557091118425384 2596 0.15047875170670255
4 293419 0.10054682741525450 90954 9.33474306383126201E-02 46128 9.05965898776271011E-02
5 9180 0.15047875170670255 91749 9.115578163779301808-02 4029 0.15047875170670258
6 500044 • 9.73844823994552133E-02 64734 9.03117400684341071E-02 63936 9.05984115661955802E-02
7 3505 0.15047875170670263 207608 9.16532333000246308E-02 5775 0.15047875170670255
8 4213 0.15047875170670255 36831 0.10396737215542258 4253 0.15047875170670255
9 467084 0.10349108466368558 57749 9.42759530215667718E-02 70541 9.059658973683643048-02
10 2788 0.15047875170670258 45459 0.10138141379508146 4508 0.15047875170670263
11 500003' 9.52728668248569027E-02 65045 9.03117400684340238E-02 203656 0.10483621384103585
12 5444 0.15047875170670252 114935 9.21817574749671520E-02 7250 0.15047875170670255
13 500077' 0.10373593815551811 58940 8.99834199911161148E-02 56555 9.05964389621789629E-02
14 448590 9.72882438447551373E-02 43050 9.25519386447355014E-02 42695 9.05983793540678095E-02
15 42483 9.038279185507251688-02 48832 9.87156374395970204E-02 2805 0.15047875170670261
16 500030' 8.71857533747312091E-02 161902 8.73851534263826030E-02 183860 8.62198621454385861E-02
17 38785 9.03827918550726556E-02 122191 9.92202165345973941E-02 43039 9.060088116746968518-02
18 500007' 8.766129731631784618-02 102868 9.23596013336958482E-02 189875 8.47520592813001822E-02
19 500104' 9.535496587528152778-02 75145 9.031174006843405168-02 41889 9.C5982936753728790E-02
20 41971 9.03827918550724613E-02 49379 9.03117400684342458E-02 39760 9.05982936753728929E-02
21 500014' 8.76962762401511664E-02 173863 9.008814348302728048-02 153856 8.773083495598574268-02
22 500019- 9.667183975437564088-02 44954 9.031174006854507398-02 48168 9.05965897368368606E-02
23 500070- 9.17532471916554793E-02 205989 8 96945235954331871E-02 136746 8.70676417966450428E-02
24 331154 0.10469823152250293 73161 9.176780146054977498-02 41359 9.05983793540678789E-02
25 500105' 8.59730962963703577E-02 232518 9.16808294930443746E-02 163765 8.57127068604627146E-02
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26 38576 9.03827918550725307E-02 54718 9.03117400684340932E-02 38377 9.05965B97387917829E-02
27 40584 9.03827918550725307E-02 38723 9.031174006B4340932E-02 39768 9.05964371747883246E-02
28 500127* B.72565203425852559E-02 312846 9.00816291688477933E-02 2050':;" 8.71535256075856996E-02
29 356114 0.10164271014859645 39444 9.69682886758148205E-02 456:C9 9.05983793540754007E-02
30 500049* 9.19649796341983627E-02 245648 8.65459356254367762E-02 120605 8.63190865578337130E-02
31 500127* 9.46420946138444297E-02 51262 9.03117400684~66387E-02 65736 9.05984115467554918E-02
32 500028
w 8.86374786806073123E-02 174662 9.08573659954104301E-02 164488 8.82908036502457888E-02
33 500000* 8.65194427603462185E-02 165686 9.18201680572649226E-02 130885 8.44011601779651038E-02
34 7664 0.15047875170670255 153632 8.60978670294414716E-02 4299 0.15047875170670255
35 43448 9.03827918550725584E-02 65611 9.29924271811897879E-02 61969 9.05984116870558187E-02
36 5239 0.15047875170670258 239710 9.03165370628914999E-02 2854 0.15047875170670261
37 420638 9.80188398898562407E-02 30403 9.30057562452517722E-02 40232 9.06008811674647585E-02
38 2518 0.15047875170670263 92558 0.10600471274733456 2834 0.15047875170670263
39 500116' 8.84079706155841694E-02 55365 9.38774555784888942E-02 64637 9.05984115542903812E-02
40 500118' 0.10092182061813737 81959 9.51748927646332288E-02 44948 9.05965899241672618E-02
41 451129 8.62834446707695935E-02 60077 0.10014593739023561 4012 0.15047875170670261
42 393637 0.10008590861796028 72841 9.03117400684341071E-02 57621 9.05964368222579863E-02
43 5218 0.15047875170670255 42234 0.10013373971143052 2581 0.15047875170670261
44 500110' 0.10374342832239093 46373 9.14833144161539408E-02 79557 9.71347768501526487E-02
45 4169 0.15047875170670255 60605 0.10465226824760977 7094 0.15047875170670255
46 3494 0.15047875170670261 97575 9.57134916995122514E-02 8238 0.15047875170670255
47 45432 9.03827918550855619E-02 50365 9.03117400684342042E-02 52026 9.05983793540677679E-02
48 6091 0.15047875170670255 52211 9 76397897370462203E-02 4286 0.15047875170670244
49 500096" 0.10157034573847354 65729 8.95544449455158709E-02 52250 9.05964373278495688E-02
50 3297 0.15047875170670263 165982 9.16925797065185344E-02 5501 0.15047875170670255
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4.5.4 BODYFAT dataset results
-
Sigmoid Arctan Satlin
Fit Ncalls FPRAX Ncalls FPRAX Ncalls FPRAX
1 7~~53 276179 1.5478335199511373 16569 2.59679843192345721.64114278648292
2 7128 13826 6.7927293821335333 80480 1.34118539978503788.92946611252256
3 72984 101888 1.4335427068578115 11483 7.22321789835766291.32479176632722
4 93439 25783 5.9790821118510111 24794 6.12345435625288291.73453664312148
5 1869 4348 8.9463324514460716 4197 8.94633245144607348.94633245144607
6 168998 38759 5.8781445783296622 48513 3.0187330677641402
1.262381~8864426
7 109663 57587 6.1673938536468000 28231 3.24635435098406381.63006376156130
8 1688 2687 8.9463324514460734 3519 6.94633245144607348.94633245144607
9 65256 24106 5.9782934340424285 83590 1.51386111549630991.43575312354761
10 96751 2715 8.9463324514460734 3097 6.94633245144607341.42611766150672
11 156618 43303 5.6907210924075704 17910 6.26378870591603931.61676103339509
12 96580 86271 2.5846352578792087 41235 2.49077058310245071.38560597431009
13 145395 2710 8.9463324514460734 4391 8.94633245144607341.53462865531371
14 101663 28892 2.1944920671937775 20096
7.0721054735009714
1.25786741735869
15 33959 4496 8.9463324514460698 55099 1.67170470869495971.82421457230264
16 91425 32249 5.3078298440949929 6612 8.39811366699061601.49147035954880
17 71942 238683 2.2521270054721483 31897 3.17270410828870061.40003828760744
18 145248 69060 1.6968949369822490 15509 6.30178179653732681.43815202439068
19 3481 4385 8.9463324514460734 3349 8.94633245144607168.94633245144607
20 46512 46152 5.9654196152332304 25828 6.27716592826072711.83242428862209
21 80510 60544 5.9398239324821533 24659 1.72619281626417131.59049307826431
22 53075 32010 6.0384648769132967 11685 4.11910993207428686.08224518188684
23 163379 18387 6.2096185237287145 10495 6.63756808050443591.37114097572671
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26 148191 92828 2.3120260349479205 35385 2.72123546749921811.81055961139296
27 141504 87579 1.5259172923866362 34552 2.34507852193538655.91803939943730
28 84344 39239 6.2918908909032689 33560 1.67445119712049231.63387742714181
29 38490 71400 1.5354729612443172 22394 ~.O3840671475992436.32610253861794
30 192867 128149 1.6686924975413411 13396 7.81918250872128256.05200235476053
31 71702 128042 2.0388096683234749 21789 2.98303066154112841.41520240876895
32 189003 49515 4.4096320148373325 25916 2.79112414303289121.34844207438128
33 61276 2668 8.9463324514460734 4604 8.94633245144607345.36519569143911
34 90508 17920 6.4302529544020386 9495 7.07595081242859081.29395374454572
35 112644 137449 1.5957115478016550 17912 2.94974875211252031.51955227234221
36 43377 27550 6.0108672332352118 28242 5.20009703004660306.16764442067850
37 72522 136298 1.4747129348504273 17372 3.18738512922015271.66532465259441
38 110682 2786 8.9463324514460734 4158 8.94633245144607341.39818796567861
39 84575 3384 8.9463324514460734 4273 8.94633245144607346.12611662041725
40 125642 90059 1.6028253162205741 14 393 3.85716169656302021.49900934543605
41 30414 3029 8.9463324514460716 44274 2.84334546423676226.48581196998823
42 51915 26794 6.0053423649358848 98187 1.20293836207383211.47303188857364
43 79428 34348 1.8104552113295800 74128 1.39174650944927251.49339996249187
44 91131 3085 8.9463324514460734 2929 8.94633245144607341.39883962052965
45 112270 154289 2.5860745423360294 34805 3.43158640309923341.56437000652485
46 148840 14 3 79 5.7724345675925184 26566 3.61336693381006851.39816831318112
47 102662 116471 1.6002973576454693 6153 7.94372811028255651.36039402706386
48 78909 27490 5.8280933994064910 74678 1.53521701305916656.24976617901959
49 134801 2385 8.9463324514460734 15200 6.51822750415615645.68202325476004
50 76961 73509 1.3794317219342174 6459 7.42843222849425102.17075328717052
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4.5.5 BOSTON dataset results
Sigmoid Arctan SatJin
Fit Ncalls FPRAX Ncalls FPRAX Ncalls FPRAX
1 321384 3.8246562170218210 38386 5.6385343183957595 37197 5.3828623510566853
2 272579 4.8480402310726030 242438 3.9159591829942433 32582 4.9968255346554722
3 271281 4.4156351295422080 39598 5.2678227839113481 5680 9.6311897909155118
4 110405 5.3421143681990637 61898 5.3510754983018227 58192 5.2853375962634397
5 194774 5.8857165571040460 67167 5.6983530381318976 21048 5.7142979472574229
6 136643 5.3414420630659656 62428 5.8794895266526677 26918 8.3599749503446361
7 331348 4.1849712195555915 93817 4.9988679303410013 56197 6.4453371080814756
8 500030** 4.7784422775231059 66489 5.0973124611266645 53909 5.7374817987065159
9 182682 4.4179644923244386 44260 7.6205133483756455 15570 8.3254855165307582
10 417000 4.0250686540595968 73259 6.4482578947996094 16788 6.9437847248081557
11 92032 4.2909063064192363 65661 6.2357791541417660 3708 9.6364678057772721
12 130637 5.3936785358831782 22107 8.4031580770085927 20370 8.5852970996126921
13 95435 5.9543997138977947 212391 4.1897660681764259 13070 9.1264196764866163
14 125241 5.3652682624437986 11886 9.2172504077107185 5659 9.6364678057772721
15 188268 4.3263062299617303 66255 6.2249462045193011 14901 8.6563070733034291
16 220271 5.3416731467890273 51844 8.1524452676640440 4045 9.6311897909155135
17 227986 6.4792413586865329 41182 6.5878315240098733 7000 9.6364678057772721
18 151468 3.9895133280956059 45533 7.8575081486147083 12152 8.6187539803386208
19 144012 4.2508177502533417 114977 4.2844278737884149 37216 6.1886232050783452
20 180389 4.2927048235220413 111459 5.4892791234591618 6748 9.6364678057772739
21 175964 4.3604028402467891 16769 8.6794549423165428 8982 9.2006648987188662
22 194580 4.3836186254104383 136462 4.4457139831588650 46994 7.7782822053694787
23 343693 4.1196820810326242 48821 9.0966570301951641 4592 9.6364678057772757
24 40409 5.3483385622507482 66663 6.4518650373287114 23044 8.5120441075497961
25 112333 5.0494689545120632 204309 5.8136093507286217 33402 6.8483086128731090





26 199329 4.7493069916467334 96261 5.9811963708370133 20508 9.1047262381980332
27 171347 4.0324222837990948 150301 5.4019217791936471 85292 6.0599418892600161
28 98636 5.2563582053863538 52027 5.2634526102606047 55104 5.5515218432943358
29 236205 3.5921202535055756 26704 6.4723453740961236 44385 5.9402333401318259
30 161319 3.9207449231102816 197285 4.0323329711331457 28469 6.6959942884816002
31 230805 4.4239168021592059 166480 4.1873063944133246 25303 6.4179268551871100
32 144550 4.2656901166121006 119117 5.0747214033352526 8659 7.8532177553595908
33 239305 3.8923646548952386 216286 4.2348738756392867 39084 5.9374443270394677
34 55219 5.6109775083483280 152129 4.9738660966543060 12891 9.1821614071092927
35 127504 4.5768159495237466 12626 9.2112145092650746 15657 8.4015720927844608
36 349199 3.8276397169970893 46111 5.3652558266282915 32130 6.5787139475867891
37 183216 4.3527214984993838 49978 8.3092124751307903 6608 9.6364678057772704
38 40248 5.9764037675004484 51795 8.4505605371468082 8395 9.2006648987188697
39 98650 4.4479312865093883 78034 4.6922065336123620 16540 7.3987153435871305
40 210830 5.6468679068935579 22073 8.0344777767791786 5860 9.6364678057772721
41 207369 5.7869883968786446 54788 7.1389335299348984 5868 9.6364678057772757
42 231309 4.1683884223034333 79854 4.9030200533252302 17542 8.1615373041440442
43 48845 7.0438781555878576 23519 6.0920535670469773 5814 9.6364678057772704
44 153502 4.5257291536611586 83309 7.3055920720315033 5915 9.6364678057772721
45 288686 3.7256518685571547 49731 6.0074267663860041 30219 6.5877986615800337
46 134086 4.3288214683033104 59837 5.5317730951579582 16556 8.1686798958579150
47 187209 3.9400387635656275 27738 7.6718011744774994 104275 5.5587822536218869
48 90349 5.2289942001978487 79368 5.2086247262228786 27773 5.1392915402092667
49 363826 5.3391812783632222 123571 4.9437384520692627 55768 6.0697221180905059
50 118966 5.5538506867129964 41370 6.2535236338133995 31270 6.0554677456341439
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4.5.6 PUMADYN dataset results
Sigmoid Arctan Satlin
Fit Ncalls FPRAX Ncalls FPRAX Ncalls FPRAX
1 109182 2.08067089941857339E-02 43379 2.07597636701870140E-02 12092 2.16961436053599681E-02
2 151692 2.12477972843462710E-02 18009 2.062411093316042508-02 43801 2.270901590430388088-02
3 81884 2.126055949586691888-02 67688 2.02155379483442560E-02 22423 2.13940133320403153E-02
·1 117173 2.083559373119229378-02 82496 2.12031793659528088E-02 44655 2.165425501705743268-02
5 293406 2.167204467705885488-02 61014 2.154825539729468908-02 22903 2.19341426339849724E-02
6 263128 2.107546326006249508-02 114793 2.021526278999085878-02 8947 2.25240290530485283E-02
7 204019 2.070808706733816288-02 58948 2.021564944528662238-02 1562 2.255224531856956168-02
8 103040 2.17100933620069936E-02 41269 2.209081788297577118-02 2321 2.26197005233944974E-02
9 179992 2.13231741519668075E-02 27233 2.104424639851447058-02 48815 2.14765779478278754E-02
10 72500 2.13651081888698649E-02 52326 2.147769668972019518-02 10558 2.20894389299447214E-02
11 74963 2.17449448609070978E-02 31365 2.12301127607520262E-02 2939 2.25771185555180172E-02
12 112102 2.15604134494960659E-02 199717 2.02150764915349813E-02 22877 2.173007642056465008-02
13 119440 2.20889947582724525E-02 40116 2.121891348448476388-02 9943 2.24048714312525959E-02
14 94157 2.21804184133866274E-02 87691 2.18628287442729531E-02 1940 2.22771520097013002E-02
15 271957 2.10132998480267695E-02 39166 2.10247117618517915E-02 32445 2.20735112474182288E-02
16 87602 2.10459545321996198E-02 34118 2.165235874496847588-02 63354 2.181760746751744078-02
17 195592 2.180427807388260478-02 32978 2.17642899024929615E-02 1425 2.254834413986171398-02
18 153489 2.136620111011955028-02 198394 2.02150848669351429E-02 42604 2.16157023372196139E-02
19 154110 2.103617327113574418-02 40938 2.104155586242735878-02 16622 2.172606255598659098-02
20 92790 2.181918079354736388-02 57650 2.118917637338278708-02 5876 2.29483934523459880E-02
21 174318 2.133263396093678868-02 79505 2.13341525897229670E-02 25892 2.260250268927037698-02
22 105127 2.128404122463112638-02 12739 2.095202825937362438-02 2145 2.259891965775382578-02
23 163682 2.19234772440680785E-02 47802 2.13605071843391871E-02 3582 2.45246619559717979E-02
24 308922 2.17651017641038481E-02 83584 2.063712401724127078-02 10609 2.24725964992191565E-02
25 64868 2.2093S014764404060E-02 50733 2.09012806303152700E-02 29513 2.08853428319603247E-02
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26 82232 2.10429349924702198E-02 32221 2.10631356939349097E-02 1720 2.25743665787307320E-02
27 239430 2 13720115822417546E-02 21953 2.12447923812275792E-02 60397 2.03966542248548398E-02
28 111544 2.12964372981243114E-02 52268 2.10750581677609274E-02 50910 2.08660186346037307E-02
29 179684 2.09570676893960188E-02 31027 2.19427536564552363E-02 2852 2.18009345815702200E-02
30 62482 2.160538600621169518-02 32560 2.11895025910798854E-02 1701 2.26472985444450513E-02
31 163392 2.12716872571341864E-02 177405 2.02150766124413045E-02 47497 2.03898332280778305E-02
32 147137 2.15229280393113599E-02 31221 2.11255043130978183E-02 5702 2.25787002524381539E-02
33 163619 2.18034448565969236E-02 94589 2.11085693204454278E-02 1753 2.30433492448086363£-02
34 ! 46796 2.11472008670719920£-02 26191 2.13129973208168559£-02 47253 2.10207723301445645£-02
35 162915 2.12201572797894381E-02 123117 2.09556239665126404E-02 1750 2.22891211293765497E-02
36 82942 2.11656553289052730E-02 39346 2.10310106362794902E-02 13183 2.24130278698660007£-02
37 144862 2.11457121724203216E-02 48979 2.06472229991265140E-02 13278 2.20057212728146587E-02
38 215897 2.07999158257746106E-02 92419 2.1194972018:504138E-02 1683 2.24932114342294362E-02
39 96750 2.21755095439979712E-02 35654 2.18238222061577052E-02 3555 2.42052296302881879E-02
40 116919 2.14800063029691839E-02 154652 2.02150788771893082E-02 6806 2.19536434835875434E-02
41 116670 2.12192184392612157E-02 103915 2.092247286?8069957E-02 3748 2.21527288702756397E-02
42 103151 2.21364385572156673£-02 57584 2.06277305043303244E-02 11670 2.20668158864385129E-02
43 357334 2.06792869786902762E-02 204851 2.02150774998627845E-02 41701 2.12512625093848051E-02
44 131204 2.113640371668534118-02 30423 2.07845611679417196E-02 1357 2.23028574722060058E-02
45 154621 2.17553876546291887E-02 20317 2.18006710869478142E-02 45213 2.20872868052376138E-02
46 80874 2.07229981459327028£-02 171942 2.02150854633802585E-02 22456 2.12480257794957078E-02
47 73252 2.151547077914585738-02 30487 2.07191929398726389E-02 1931 2.20728856822299847E-02
48 263337 2.10564338674120131E-02 36539 2.11816273706409292E-02 4682 2.24986363164230846E-02
49 385577 2.05936416930961631E-02 34380 2.066059889264169548-02 56854 2.17651936815883643E-02
50 144856 2.12468348576012982E-02 45764 2.12027080211887667E-02 11518 2.22511086619893855E-02
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4.5.7 WAGES dataset results
Sigm0id Arctan Satlin
Fit Ncalls FPRAX Ncalls FPRAX Ncalls FPRAX
1 500044- 3.9938775038694971 43320 4.2357745834640976 5233 4.8676378335842525
2 500010- 3.9797761874160189 107160 4.2818503517880790 16811 4.2677718634982904
3 153857 3.7701291192813167 42241 4.0877035844049932 34724 4.1153966207666670
4 500093- 3.9200213544815750 72104 4.2898899580208703 18632 4.8663158576861907
5 500015- 3.9893574746963907 25816 4.1955840642138087 33166 4.2445695291569994
6 246078 3.8342441898686368 23601 4.0502819045773304 13727 4.1944916461893014
7 500012· 3.9212067404362401 27011 4.2636754977559841 14346 4.8672946245211755
8 445957 3.8121138920665603 25506 4.2094172683961206 38568 4.4100375045393756
9 343162 3.9833642171119910 39364 4.2228026638837450 66460 4.0949544782108038
10 500028- 4.0015666960426763 38555 4.3421685353886028 12780 4.8672945159010235
11 500005- 3.7555503993772787 2614 9 4.1359168614423032 31595 4.1835667214297025
12 117817 3.7957518552003058 35830 4.2183740402842549 21578 4.2258021244842734
13 500002- 3.7042474000216421 68058 4.0540632394416951 25504 4.4888684081535075
14 500005- 3.9098390300408976 100424 4.1009535534070078 29664 4.2195735019241702
15 386239 3.7545395958704710 33856 4.3604887683871212 31441 4.2071590136733494
16 500032- 4.2225872580199999 28131 4.1931351319760113 3577 5.0674327690950394
17 31744 5 3.9730174061573398 52632 4.1422365656321940 14630 4.8671342160837163 i
18 500032- 4.0119823384311220 84319 4.1527118044718661 18165 4.3681857799339658
19 500089- 3.9755392432185239 39647 4.2889174421917247 25537 4.4458993304590768
20 275873 3.8812316824340467 89922 4.0587197701340019 31041 4.1558987351420322
21 500020- 3.8293474495062267 46970 4.1586533490323756 16805 4.2404826176256751
22 479972 3.9267336526208392 36706 4.4949164926696774 14940 4.8672956409438246
23 500088' 4.0025432887938797 46794 4.1063094332632790 35695 4.2464101199876829
24 318571 4.0236858130281341 59387 4.2031279193337054 23427 4.1830912167318894
25 307482 3.9853519192329387 I 23392 4.2564862544109383 3701 5.0674327690950411
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26 271563 3.9596142423066354 58968 4.28754451:1697284 2760 5.0674327690950438
27 334473 3.9854629667192403 44729 4.0101383432489861 15382 4.2518668485651325
28 500055· 4.0074593881762492 17513 4.3328499596673566 18649 4.5702235063632486
29 380793 4.2119420241526058 72108 4.1751883644829384 2805 5.0674327690950385
30 500014· 3.9164347574639788 71233 4.1454141974976793 16241 5.0324975875510729
31 241482 3.9804843427043313 39051 4.2260158855683736 2931 5.0674327690950411
32 500051" 3.9056286519941072 44979 3.9986420003364782 23379 4.3002403927101946
33 500070' 3.9733842023594841 38549 4.0665352798333334 19108 4.2102588052015868
34 206148 3.9983755157033234 45515 4.2602610552304790 5217 5.0674327690950394
35 500063" 3.9857388062026184 43320 4.2357745834640976 5233 4.8676378335842525
36 209481 4.0982799597430937 107160 4.2818503517880790 16811 4.2677718634982904
37 500028' 4.0171914036580239 42241 4.0877035844049932 34724 4.1153966207666670
38 169744 4.1660598181359862 72104 4.2898899580208703 18632 4.8663158576861907
39 189180 4.0542933237853607 25816 4.1955840642138087 33166 4.2445695291569994
40 500023" 3.9984049027371653 23601 4.0502819045773304 13727 4.1944916461893014
41 294126 3.8717206395749026 27011 4.2636754977559841 14346 4.8672946245211755
42 500033 3.8791870486758127 25506 4.2094172683961206 38568 4.4100375045393756
43 264150 3.8890729141291467 39364 4.2228026638837450 66460 4.0949544782108038
44 371270 4.0897369645777264 38555 4.3421685353886028 12780 4.8672945159010235
45 374163 4.0157611864345979 26149 4.1359168614423032 31595 4.1835667214297025
46 257769 3.9711251704920238 35830 4.2183740402842549 21578 4.2258021244842734
47 162712 4.1709143836992215 68058 4.0540632394416951 25504 4.4888684081535075
48 197027 4.1015896337320354 100424 4.1009535534070078 29664 4.2195735019241702
49 438553 3.9014220319876827 33856 4.3604887683871212 31441 4.2071590136133494
50 478680 4.0549894174626342 28131 4.1931351319760113 3577 5.0674327690950394
~~ ~{ 1~I'~ It I .V' ! ~ UI~
5. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE WORK
Training was carried out on fixed parameter basis. This is done so that perfonnance of the
trained network is solely based on characteristics of activation function. Section 4.5 lists
the output for all the datasets. FPRAX column gives the RMS error at the end of the fit.
Some of these fits have not converged even after 500000 iterations. Such fits are marked
with asterisk (*) in NealIs column. Final value of RMS error, converged or not, of
sigmoid and arctan function are taken for each dataset and compared. These are captured
under lower minimum value column. It will show the number of times each function has
converged to a better minimum than the other. Table 3 shows summary of comparisons.




sigmoid arctan sigmoid arctan attainment
ABALONE 31 19 0 50 sigmoid
BALLOON 24 26 12 38 arctan
BANK 13 37 21 29 sigmoid
BODYFAT 36 14 J4 36 sigmoid
BOSTON 42 8 6 44 sigmoid
PUMADYN 14 36 5 45 arctan
WAGES 46 4 0 50 sigmoid
Values in the Nealis column are compared for learning rate. Smaller values signify faster
convergence. In the above table, learning rate column provides this information. Under a















performed. The better (best. lowest) minimum attainment is compared for each dataset.
The smallest value of the RMS error on all fits for both activation functions is calculated.
An interesting observation is the convergence of sigmoid function. For some of the initial
conditions, it did not converge. The arctan function has converged in every instance on
all the datasets. It is also inferred from the above table that the learning rate of the arctan
function is better in all the cases. In terms of global minimum attainment the sigmoid
function has better performance on five of the seven datasets.
Conclusion
The overall performance of the arctan function is satisfactory compared to the sigmoid
function. It is recommended to use arctan as the activation function in problems that
could incorporate influence of outlier points. The sigmoid function, which is better in
most of the performance metrics, could be used when the global minimum attainment is
necessary.
Future work
• The arctan activation function could be used with a different learning algorithm to
analyze the outlier point influence.
• During training, th'.: network using the sigmoid function showed slow
convergence. The arctan function convergence was relatively fast. This could be












• The arctan has a similar shape to that of the sigmoid function. The global
minimum attainment of sigmoid is belter than the arctan. The facLOrs influencing
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